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No 15, Cont'd

Even if our purpose is simply to build the systematic theology and to take

any point and on this print get ligbt from every part of the Scripture, put

it together and build our systematic theology, #teel that we run into i terrible
group

/ errors in building our systematic theology if we do not take everything and every

passage we deal with, and interprete it in the light of the situation and its
that

background/ in seeing what is really taught in % verse, not simply as a

group of words/tbã can be picked from many places, and thrown together in

order to get light on God's word. I feel that's very important. Mr. Daans?
or

And f course, he does a great dal...He, there comes a great deal near to
than

Christianity 4I the average Jewish person who prefers to ignore the average
will our
($ø' all can ignore the things donit fit with M ideas. And the aver Jewish

interpreter finds many, many tirigs in the Old Testament )6(%$ he pits a great

stress on it, and he tends to ignore the passage right there, and say, Well.,

the Christians read a lot of stuff into that which isnit there, Just quit, But
from a
is/definitely of Jewish viewpoint rejecting Clisitianity

he is trying to find means, and he finds in it the redemptive means, and that
in it

is tremendously important. Nw if there is a redemptive meaning/and certainly
£he servant is to bring light to the Zentiles. to

he is right. Israel is the servant of the Lord./ The servant is/establish

the judgment/ throughout the world. Now if Israel then e certain that
is

(9.00 -) he is to do this,/the whole nation of Israel just how is the nation, just

how t 1x1 does the nation do it? And you try to answer that question,

you get into nothing, you get into hot air, actually. How is ,4I4 Israel

in the world? You just can't find a satisfactory answer to it.
that

Sol actually from a viewpoint simply of defending Judaism against Christianity

the attitude of the most of the Jews is much wiser one, something to ignorà the past

(8.2S) When you take a man who is *.z sincerely trying to find

what it means to find redemption, yes, Mr.Dawns,... yes, the average Jewp'
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